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Gitlab

Gitlab is a revision control system. It’s a system that records and
manages changes to projects, files and documents. It helps you
recall specific versions later. It also makes it easier to collaborate,
because it shows who has changed what and helps you combine
contributions.



Gitlab features

Figure 1: Activity stream



Gitlab features

Figure 2: File browser



Gitlab features

Figure 3: Code review



CI

Continuous Integration (CI) is a development practice that requires
developers to integrate code into a shared repository as often as
possible (at least daily) several times a day. Each check-in is then
verified by an automated build, allowing teams to detect problems
early.



Gitlab CI

Gitlab has integrated CI to test your code.

Gitlab CI:

I is a free, self hosted application that integrates with Gitlab.
Also available as SaaS at ci.gitlab.com.

I it is easy to set up since it is included in Omnibus packages of
Gitlab or use it for free on ci.gitlab.com.

I has a beautiful interface with a clear menu structure.
I it will help you receive test results faster with each commit

running in parallel on multiple jobs.
I it is free to use and completely open source. All CI code is MIT

licensed.



Gitlab CI

This presentation covers the steps necessary to perform a
Continuous Integration (CI) workflow using Gitlab. It assumes that:

I you have Gitlab (version >= 8.0) installed
I you are part of a group and have a project to work on



Configure Gitlab CI

The gitlab-ci.yml file

Commit a specific file in your repository.

The gitlab-ci.yml is the YAML file that contains the instructions
to perform CI workflow. See here a more detailed description. The
minimal CI file requires 2 sections:

I image: a docker image that simulates the production
environment (e.g. a Debian host or a python environment)

I script: job instructions

http://docs.gitlab.com/ce/ci/yaml/README.html#gitlab-ci-yml


The gitlab-ci.yml file

An example:

image: debian:jessie
job1:

script:
- apt-get update
- apt-get install apache2



Configure Gitlab CI

The executors
Are the scenarios where your instructions are run. Gitlab supports
many executors, e.g. plain SSH, Virtualbox or Docker. Executors are
different and choosing one should be done carefully. Docker is the
most developed executor (in terms of caching, building artifacts and
so on. . . ).



Configure Gitlab CI

The Runner
Runners run your YAML. A runner is an isolated (virtual) machine
that picks up builds through the coordinator API of Gitlab CI.

Runners allow to run jobs which can be run using different
executors. We will use the Docker executor. See here for a more
detailed explanation.

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ci-multi-runner/#installation


The Runner

Figure 4: Configure Runners



Configure Gitlab CI

Allow the Runner to run jobs for your project
(Project>Settings>Runners) and write the build instructions into a
.gitlab-ci.yml file.



Push .gitlab-ci.yml to Gitlab

Once you’ve created .gitlab-ci.yml, you should add it to your git
repository and push it to Gitlab.

git add .gitlab-ci.yml
git commit -m "Add .gitlab-ci.yml"
git push origin master

You should see the status of your last commit change from pending
to either running, success or failed.



The build log

Figure 5: Build log



The build status

Figure 6: Build status


